
WRITING	SAMPLE	#2	
 
The following is an excerpt for a course of Religious Studies written in 2011. Using texts 
found within the tradition of Daoism, the following illustrates the discourse between their 

differing perspectives on sexual intercourse. 
________________________________________________________________ 

 
THE REVELATIONS OF YANG XI AND CELIBACY: 

SEXUAL PRACTICE AS A MEANS OF TRANSFORMATION 
 

Many religious traditions currently practiced in the world possess some form of a 

monastic tradition. Unfortunately a large number of these traditions were born out of a 

distorted view of sexuality or a perverse perspective of gender. Indications of this trend 

can also be found in texts from the Daoist tradition including the Xiang’er Commentary, 

the Upper Scripture of the Purple Texts, and Declarations of the Perfected. Abiding in its 

lush rituals and detailed moralistic teachings, earlier methods of the “Way of the Celestial 

Masters” provided methods that would enable a mortal to become a Transcendent. The 

tradition that was introduced later from the revelations of Yang Xi known as the 

Declarations of the Perfected undervalued some of the practices within the former 

traditions, which later became known as the “lower way”. Earning its validity and merit 

through revelations from Perfecteds themselves, one’s goal did not end at becoming a 

Transcendent as practitioners within the tradition are endowed with practices to become 

Perfecteds, or a deity of the Heaven of Highest Clarity. In general, within the revelations 

from the Declarations the connection between the divine and the mortal is made more 

intimate as it involves more than the individual, and emphasis is placed on a mortal’s 

transformation through means of practicing celibacy.  

An important distinction between these two traditions can be found in the way 

sexual intercourse is viewed and performed. Prior to the Declarations texts practicing sex 



without the intentions of reproduction is considered harmful since those participating are 

in danger of losing their essences.1 Interestingly enough within the Celestial Master 

tradition The “Way of the Yellow and the Red” utilizes sexual practices to merge yin and 

yang pneumas in order to attain oneness with the Dao. Both the Xiang’er Commentary 

and the Declarations resemble on another in their position on sex. However it appears 

these similar notions are altered in the revelations to Yang Xi. Inside Yang Xi’s account, 

one will find that involvement in any type of sexual practice is dismissed altogether and 

is replaced by what is revered as a more elevated practice one uses in order to become a 

Perfected. Given the obscure biographical details regarding Yang Xi’s life, one can 

assume that he was deeply devoted to the Daoist practices that preceded his revelations.   

This is evident by the compliments Lady Wang of Purple Tenuity and the Perfected 

Consort lavish upon him during his visitation praising his “dazzling spirituality”. 

Unfortunately upholding high morals are not enough to transform a mortal into a 

Perfected. When describing the relationship between Yang Xi and the Perfected Consort, 

Lady Wang of Purple Tenuity gives him the following instructions: 

“As to the joining of effulgent spirits among the Perfected, what is most 
important is that the mating and love occur between the effulgent spirits of the 
two parties. Though we call them husband and wife, they perform none of the acts 
of mortal husbands and wives. It is simply an accessible way to speak about the 
ineffable. If one harbors thoughts of the Yellow and the Red in one’s heart, one 
will not be able to see the Perfected or join with a spiritual mate. Such a one 
would in vain labor at the task of self-perfection and would, moreover, be taken to 
task in the Three Bureaus.”2 
  

In essence, Lady Wang draws a distinction between the mating activities that mortals, 
current Daoists practitioners, and Perfecteds participate in. At this particular time, the 
Shangqing tradition contained various meditations designed to nurture these spirits, 
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including sexual practices. According to Lady Wang, practicing the merging of the 
effulgent spirits is superior to the blending of the pneumas that occur during sexual 
intercourse. As a result, Yang Xi and the consort are instructed not to participate in any 
sexual acts. 


